Humanities Research Centre Doctoral Fellowship Finals 2019
Presentations Round

Tuesday 25th June 2019
The Treehouse, Berrick Saul Building

13:00  Introduction and welcome
       Richard Ogden (Director, HRC)

13:15  Adam Timmins (Philosophy)
       *Historiographical Realism*

13:30  Florence Oxley (Language and Linguistic Science)
       *Babble and the Brain*

13:45  Rebecca Mellor (History of Art)
       *Measuring the Phallic: Statistical Analysis and the Visuality of Sex*

14:00  Caitlin Kitchener (Archaeology)
       *'I feel for your Sex, my dear': Perceptions on Female Reformers in 1819*

14:15  Refreshments break

14:30  Luke Giraudet (Centre for Medieval Studies)
       *Political Communication and Public Opinion in the 'Journal d'un Bourgeois de Paris, 1405-1449'*

14:45  Aidan Collins (History)
       *Bankruptcy in the Court of Chancery, 1674-1750*

15:00  Owen Burton (Music)
       *Balancing Old and New - The Music of Einojuhani Rautavaara*

15:15  Jennifer Buckley (English and Related Literature)
       *Periodicalist or Novelist? Fiction, Fake News and the 'Rise' of the Novel*

15:30  Benjamin McDonald (Theatre, Film and Television)
       *Mental Illness and Dramatizing the Symptoms: A Playwright's Perspective*

15:45  Afternoon tea

16:30-17:15  Doctoral Fellowships Results and Presentations

17:15-18:15  Drinks Reception